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It All Started from...

Protect the land
Purify our minds

Late Venerable Shih, Jih Chang
Environment & Culture
rich in natural and indigenous cultural resources
Weaknesses

Labor Shortages

serious youth population decline
Rich Natural environment

Population decline
If you are the farmer, will you?

1. Kill them
2. Threaten them
3. Just let it go
Ring-necked Rheasant
So, what can we do?
Why Conflict?

**HUMAN**
- Loss of crops (income)

**WILDLIFE**
- Needs of food & habitat
I ate first, and left the rest to you.

Nature & Healthy

Hawthorn' s favorite

No pesticides, No chemical fertilizers
Wild boar
Kiwi people always said that "the wild boars are doctors in Kiwi." Because the smart boars all know that the chemical-free corns which are grown by Kiwi people are tasty. They can go to the field and have a big meal for free~
And farmers never catch them~

*Nasty WILD BOAR!*
Outcome

$0.3/kg

$43.3/kg

54,600 box sold
Price of corn bar

Farmers’ income

Wildlife Survive

- Water
- Soil
- Atmosphere
- Biodiversity
- Culture
- Community
- Local economy
- Minority group & Women
- Food Security

OGANIC AGRICULTURE

Support youth returning home

- Selection
- Imagination
- Possibility
source: 小李飛刀的旅遊部落格
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